Synopsis
Quick Reference for the Civil Engineering PE Exam consolidates the most valuable and commonly used equations, figures, and tables from the Civil Engineering Reference Manual. Maximize your problem-solving efficiency and save time during the exam by having the most useful equations and data at your fingertips. This book’s extensive index quickly directs you to desired equations, figures, and tables. Find what you need without wading through paragraphs of descriptive text or solved problems. The Quick Reference is organized according to the companion Reference Manual “the two share chapter and section numbers” so you can easily access related supplemental material.
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Customer Reviews
Book is good if you know what your doing and just need a reminder what the equations are. If you are not sure of the subject or the problem, you will need the CERM for explanation. I only used this a few times during the PE Exam only because I tagged some of the tables and made notes on the conversion pages. Everything is in the CERM.

Got this as a part of my PPI package but did not use this through my review. Imagine they literally cut and paste formulas from the reference manual without any explanations. Term definitions and units would have helped! Don't buy this. Spend the money on post-it notes to tab other references that you have.
It didn’t really help me in the PE exam I just took. I found myself relying mostly on the big reference manual.

Good for review

No explanation, you can not understand it unless you buy the other fat book. I hate it
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